This article describes the differences between mindsets
With the aim to create insight and understanding Between the mindsets.
And the position of these ways of thinking,
With regard to time pressure and the economic society.
Which unintentionally passes through in social society.
Every way of thinking is described from equality and Optimality;
Close to the core of your self-awareness,
Strevent for purity and quality in your life.
It is unnoticed in your daily doing and letting.
'' The Omniminder / '' The Multiminder. ''

When you are born you usually have an Omnimind.

The Focus of an Omniminder is on everything.

During the growing up phase of the Omniminder will be through;
-The degree of self-awareness,
-The influence of the environment,
-Depending on how far there is an eye for the Omniminder's ability to
focus
(from this environment and Himself) Determined;
Whether it turns into a Multiminder, Coupleminder, or Singleminder.
The Focus of a Multiminder lies on itself, and its co-mind assistants.

The Multiminder is seen as an equally dignified person as the singleminder and
visa versa.
The way of thinking is only different by means of;
1st: Singlemind, (This is the captain)
2nd: Couplemind, (co-assistant)
3rd: Triplemind, (co-assistant)
4th or more: Multimind. (Co-assistant)
To be divided in the extent to which they feel connected and being aware of the diversity in
itself,

These co-assistants can also be almost full personalities, with highly developed
female or masculine features, or specialize in a certain quality or spiritual
connection. also known as Multiple Genders, or alterEgo, s or Multiplicity.

With which they live without visible problems. In a singlemind economic society.
The optimal multiminder can even use this way of thinking in an advantage
when these co-assistants are present.

They are born that way and it is naturally present to become a multiminder. It
often happens nowadays that children develop themselves into multiminders
early.
A Singleminder, in a Singlemind society, can also reactivate a Couple, Triple or
Multimind at a later age through life lessons.

Nevertheless, under the pressure of economic society, they are under more
pressure. The solution is not to label all multiminders with various disorders, but
in understanding between all mindsets visa versa.

The Single mindset is currently the Most Common Mindset Worldwide in adults.

Schools are therefore geared to stimulating a favorable Single Mindset. What can
the student do?
Mentally, the standard model measures what each child should be able to do
according to that model.

When there is an eye for the Omni mindset of a born child, and this would have
the space to develop into Multiminder, this would logically cost more time and
money.

So far, growing Multiminders are included in the Singleminder system.

This means for the Multiminder when there is also a Singlemindset at home,
usually this can be achieved.

It also happens that the Multiminder gets into trouble, constantly running on its
toes. An optimal Multiminder can develop with sufficient support and adapt to the

Singlemindset. This is the most favorable case so that they can participate in
economic society.

From a social point of view, this time pressure is therefore also the Mindset where
the least is taken into account. (This also explains the misunderstanding of the
multiminder to the singleminder)

So adults have the single mindset the most.
This continues to communicate with each other.
something that is needed for social interaction.
An Optimal Multiminder Focusses on everything that can be seen in the most
favorable case as multifunctional co-assistants, if possible just as fast as a
Singleminder.

The Multiminder often consults with his co-assistants, while the one who is
listening receives his co-assistants,
and the answers were therefore usually made by internal consultations from all
sides, And if possible just as fast or sometimes faster as a Singleminder.

When the Singleminder knows about the way of thinking of the Multiminder and
visa versa, Without labels or judgment, in all respect for each other's qualities,
This can be advantageous because miscommunication is prevented by
understanding each other's thinking. This reinforces social interaction.

Also on the shop floor, or at the doctor's or in the store.
The entire economic society is focused on a Singlemindset. So everywhere the
Multiminder is on the one hand in internal consultation, and on the other hand is
busy translating to Singlemindset.

Here often Misunderstanding arises.

It is undetected in your daily doing and leaving,

A Singlemindset, ensures the shortest thinking time so far.

A multiminder is forced to convert his thinking into an accepted and accepted
single-minded language in economic society.

From a social point of view, it is the Single mindset on which the economy can
move. And also The mindset with which the economy can grow.

However, if there is more understanding between the Singleminder and
Multiminder, this could lead to better cooperation.

The Multiminder is often self-employed, and in his '' one '' (with his co-assistants)
he thinks of every situation of all its possible sides.

However, the time and work pressure is now so high that this even exceeds the
singleminder. resulting in physical and psychological injury. Depending on
whether you have a Couplemind, TripleMind or Multimind, you can multiply these
results.

The society is built on Time.
A binding time that is understood, tied to money that you need for your livelihood.
The pressure is already high for a Singleminder when it is not self-aware.
Logically, this pressure can also be multiplied again if you are a Multiminder.
But when you are in balance with all your Co-assistants, you are able to find
solutions faster in your time.

It is beneficial when you understand the Singleminder,
He does not understand how the internal consultation of a Multiminder works,
and makes a translation to Singlemindset.

It would be beneficial if the Singleminder understands the Multiminder that it
naturally thinks so, without judgments or labels and the notion that a Multiminder
think much less time than he does.

The optimal Multiminder often seeks work in which they can work independently.
Or work where they can put important issues with their Multimind Focus which
they find important to achieve. Their own passion plays a major role in this, but
they are also often socially involved because they see from their own experience

what can be done differently. Here they will effortlessly deploy themselves with the
help of their internal co-assistants.
The degree of self awareness is first determining of your well-being as a
Singleminder, this also applies to a Coupleminder and the Multiminder, with their
Co-assistants.

When you can come to your core and act from there,
Are you a Beautiful Optimum Valuable Multiminder?

Rescuers:
From a social worker perspective, it is good for the care provider to know whether
a person is a Singleminder or a Multiminder, both by himself and by the client.
To match the Clients and Care Providers with each other,
or as a counselor to learn how to deal with this.

Consciously everything is written in a positive way, Focused on understanding for
each other's mindset, and from there an even better cooperation.

Later on we will go deeper into disbalance with the mindsets.
Attention is also paid to the fact that the multimindset can unexpectedly revive in
the life of this Mindset. Only they are most aware of their Single Mindset.

Still, I want to briefly show the situation with an image when the Singleminder or
multiminder is out of balance.

When you see every mindset as a cube,
we can see the consequences when we overthrow one block.

When we turn 5 blocks, this is obviously more work to put right as 1.

Consciousness of your mindset, ensures that you understand the client better
when providing assistance, and if possible match with the Single, Couple, Triple,
or Multiminder care provider.

Read also;
De De Singleminder (text 1)
this text The Multiminder .. (text2) fits in with this.
By learning about these ways of thinking, communication can be optimized. which
in turn ensures even better cooperation. which can flow through in both economic
and social society.
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